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Silver is a retrospective of the work of acclaimed wedding photographer Genevieve de Manio

For 25 years, Genevieve has worked in the world’s finest venues, photographing events in Boston, New York, the Southeastern

United States and Europe

A storytelling professional, with a keen photojournalist's eye and warm sensitivity to her clients, she documents, in beautiful and

evocative images, the weddings of both well-known and little-known clients

For more than 25 years, Genevieve de Manio has worked in the world’s finest venues, photographing events in Boston, New York, the

Southeastern United States and Europe. A storytelling professional, with a keen photojournalist’s eye and warm sensitivity to her

clients, she documents, in beautiful and evocative images, the weddings of her clients. While Silver is a photographic retrospective, the

book also tells Genevieve’s story — from the moment she realised she was a wedding photographer to today, 25 years later.

In the book introduction, she states “…the story these photographs tell is one of surprise and delight, love, and gratitude. I am passionate

about what I do, constantly exploring and forever grateful that my life and my livelihood are entwined. My days are filled with a seamless flow of

rigorous preparation, intense activity, and quiet reflection. Building trust and connection with couples on the cusp of new adventures, I turn

moments into memories.” 

In the more than 25 years since Genevieve de Manio discovered her passion for wedding photography, she has worked at the finest

venues throughout the United States and around the world. Her acclaimed photographs, for both well-known and little-known clients,

are widely praised and published. De Manio is a graduate of Hollins University and the Portfolio Center in Atlanta, Georgia and works

from her home studio in Carlisle, Massachusetts.
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